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Attached is a copy of a telegram being sent today to the

President-members of the FOMC. If you vote to approve the Manager's

recommendation, please indicate by initialing below and returning

this memorandum to my office.

Attachment

FOMC
Carol R. LoW
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The Manager for Domestic Operations has advised that net outright

purchases of Treasury and Federal agency securities for System Account since

the July meeting have amounted to about $2.8 billion, reducing the leeway

available for further net purchases during the period before the next meeting

to about $0.2 billion under the intermeeting limit of $3 billion on changes

in System holdings specified in paragraph 1(a) of the authorization for domestic

open market operations. In recent weeks, the System has provided a substantial

volume of reserves to offset drains stemming from the Iranian settlement and

lower than normal levels of float. To date, the air controllers strike does not

appear to have had a significant impact on float. In view of the System's pro-

jected long-term reserve needs, sizable further purchases may be required prior

to the next meeting. Accordingly, the Manager recommends that the intermeeting

limit be raised by $1-1/2 billion to $4-1/2 billion, effective immediately, for

the period ending with the close of business on August 18. Chairman Volcker

concurs in the Manager's recommendation.

Please advise promptly whether you vote to approve the increase in

the intermeeting limit.

BERNARD
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The following message was transmitted to FOMC members today:

"The Manager for Domestic Operations has advised that net outright

purchases of Treasury and Federal agency securities for System Account since

the July meeting have amounted to about $2.8 billion, reducing the leeway

available for further net purchases during the period before the next meeting

to about $0.2 billion under the intermeeting limit of $3 billion on changes

in System holdings specified in paragraph 1(a) of the authorization for domestic

open market operations. In recent weeks, the System has provided a substantial

volume of reserves to offset drains stemming from the Iranian settlement and

lower than normal levels of float. To date, the air controllers strike does not

appear to have had a significant impact on float. In view of the System's pro-

jected long-term reserve needs, sizable further purchases may be required prior

to the next meeting. Accordingly, the Manager recommends that the intermeeting

limit be raised by $1-1/2 billion to $4-1/2 billion, effective immediately, for

the period ending with the close of business on August 18. Chairman Volcker

concurs in the Manager's recommendation.

"Please advise promptly whether you vote to approve the increase in

the intermeeting limit."

All available members voted to approve the recommendation.

BERNARD
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